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Problem Description:  

Downscaling is a technique by which atmospheric properties are used to predict local meteorological 

conditions. Local weather information is derived by first determining a statistical model which 

relates large-scale observed climate variables (or “predictors”) to regional and local variables (or 

“predictands”). These empirical-statistical relationships are then applied using the same predictors, 

with information gathered from seasonal forecasts output from global climate models. 

Most schemes gather information from a broad area with the local areas nested within e.g. Wilby et 

al., 2002, Benestad, 2004, Fernández-Ferrero et al. 2009. Weather Logistics Ltd uses a different 

teleconnection approach to downscale global predictor data to UK station observations. We have 

identified atmospheric, ocean and sea-ice predictors that the UK climate is most sensitive to. 

Our current approach is to generate a monthly climatology and long-term trend for each predictor.  

Predictors are then input into the empirical-statistical model as monthly anomalies. Predictand 

uncertainty estimates are essential for decision making, since they allow an unbiased calculation of 

risk. Reliable data is especially important in (re)insurance and in the trading of soft commodities. 

Our next step is to combine our predictand (forecasts) with different empirical-statistical models to 

provide better forecasts and to lower the associated uncertainties. While we understand the 

uncertainties of the predictor data from observations, we are unsure about how these may change 

when applied to input data from global climate models. An additional problem is how to best 

combine our downscaling data with other downscaled forecasts. 

 

Four key considerations have been identified: 

 Signal-to-noise ratio 

Each predictor input is characterised by a different signal to noise ratio. Our focus is on 

maximising forecast skill for predictions of extreme seasonal climate, while we also need to 

minimise the risk of false detection. 

 Calibration issues 

 Incorrect representation of predictor climatology causes the empirical-statistical model to 

forecast trends or biases rather than seasonal anomalies. We need to best prepare global 

climate model input to forecast extremes and seasonal / spatial variances in predictands in 

line with observations. 
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 Initial condition problem 

 Some predictors are slowly evolving, whilst others present high frequency fluctuations.  We 

need to formulate a method to maximise the predictor quality to minimise predictand  

uncertainties (within the known bounds of the past observations). 

 Cross-model errors 

 We intend to combine predictand forecasts from two statistical-empirical models (assuming 

their inputs are independent). Given the above (and any other) sources of error, how would 

we best combine predictor information to provide realistic estimates of predictands and 

their uncertainties? 

Relevant datasets will be available to the Study Group. 
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